MARCH MEETING

Our first meeting of the year was held at Manor Country club in Rockville, Maryland. Graig Spottswood, your Newsletter editor, was your host. Twenty golfers took advantage of the unseasonably warm weather and enjoyed a round of golf with no threat of rain. Tom Comalli took first prize with a 76 low gross followed by Lou Rudenski and Ron Hall who tied for low net.

Our business meeting featured George Cleaver, our newly elected Director of the GCSAA, who spoke on the multitude of goals, objectives, and benefits of our National Association. George pointed out three areas of responsibility we have as golf course superintendents.

1. **Turf Management.** Take care of your own golf course. While this may appear obvious to most of us I don’t think we all are able to honestly state we are doing all we can on the home front. By and large we often get too tied up in major projects of improvements, renovation, etc., and often oversee the minor jobs of continuous “house cleaning.” Housecleaning is what the members see; hand trimming, edging, and trash pick-up are tops on this list. Keeping up with the little things projects the image of quality maintenance.

2. **Administration.** A superintendent of operations is an administrator, the term is self explanatory. We are efficient administrators if we keep on top of all operations, plan ahead, and keep organized.

3. **Keeping up to Date.** George’s third prerequisite of an efficient superintendent was to keep up to date on new advancements within our industry. Read your publications, attend local and national meetings, and exchange your ideas with other superintendents.

After George’s presentation Lee Dieter, our Mid-Atlantic President, presented Dr. Fred Grau with a 25 year pin, signifying his twenty-five years active membership with our National GCSAA. Dr. Grau has been active in turf research for over 33 years. Without Dr. Grau’s complete devotion and unflagging assistance to our need of improved grass varieties and maintenance practices we would not have progressed as far as we have in the past three decades.

A presentation was made of two certification plaques by Herb Hinelein to Lou Rudinsky and Ron Hall which brings our total of certified superintendents up to nine for the Mid-Atlantic Assn. Ron and Lou have commented that the tests required for certification are every bit as difficult as rumored to be. “Craming for the exams” and burning the midnight oil over text books are necessary to last through the full six hour exam period. Congratulations for your new achievement and contribution of professional status to our association.

Our events of the evening were capped off with the presentation of two silver trophies to our 1972 Tournament winners-1st prize to Tom Comalli and 2nd prize to runner-up Craig Rhoderick who was defeated by Tom in a play off match at Crofton Country Club.
The April meeting of the Mid-Atlantic will be held April 10, 1973, at the Shannon Green Golf Course, at the Sheraton Motor Inn, Fredericksburg, Virginia. This will be a joint meeting with the Central Virginia and the Tidewater GCSA. Golf may be played anytime, social hour will be at 5:30 p.m. and dinner at 6:30. Our host will be Fritz Zeller.

Fritz has been superintendent of Shannon Green Golf Course since construction of the 7150 yard championship layout began in 1969, opening for play in May of 1971. Fritz started his career as a professional horticulturist in 1940 working for his father, a landscape architect and owner of a florist, nursery, and landscape contracting firm in Peoria, Illinois. He graduated from the University of Illinois with a degree in ornamental horticulture and received certificates in floriculture, landscape design and turf management. Fritz was in the Connecticut area for nine years serving at Bruce Golf Course, Greenwich, Connecticut; Oak Hill Golf Course, in Norwalk, Connecticut; and Fairview Golf Course, Greenwich, Connecticut. Before his move from the Midwest, he held positions as General Manager of Bryant’s Nursery in Princeton, Illinois; Chief Horticulturist for the 2000 acre Park District of Peoria, Illinois, and consultant for the park’s four golf courses. Fritz and his wife, Dena, have three children and reside in Fredericksburg, Virginia.

Directions to the meeting—From the Virginia side of the Beltway take I-95 south and exit at Rt#3 to Culpepper. The Sheraton Motor Inn is on the right.

A Wet Year was 1972

The dark and gray skies of 1972 brought us over 52 inches of rainfall; too bad it wasn’t distributed evenly throughout the year at one inch per week.

There are one hundred certified (CGCS) superintendents as of the Boston conference.

They’re All Engaged
In a Dirty Business

CHICAGO — The latest figures show that nearly 1,000 growers in the United States are producing about 225,000 acres of cultivated sod annually and more than 12 percent of these growers have farms of 500 acres or larger.

Landscapers buy about half the sod crop; 25 percent goes directly to homeowners and 10 percent to garden centers for resale. The rest is bought by schools, parks, golf courses, industry, etc.

Do we want to rely on regional door to door chemical salesmen for this information? Do we want to take a transient salesman’s pitch as the absolute truth and endanger the health of our greens—and our jobs for that matter, because we no longer have an impartial research center to test and evaluate turf chemicals?

The Superintendents in the Washington—Maryland—Virginia areas have for years reaped the benefits of three nearby agricultural colleges, several extention centers, and the USDA Center in Beltsville, Md., to assist us with our day to day needs for information. We have always taken pride in the fact these sources for information are at our back door and that tests of chemicals, new grass species, fertilizers, etc., are readily available for us to evaluate for our own needs.

Keep in mind if you will, that turf grass is a “luxury branch” of the total agricultural research areas and that the 20% total cut in the agricultural research funds will be again broken down within the agricultural research priorities. Turf research monies will be depleted very quickly if a decision is to be made on what agricultural research projects are of the least necessity to the economy of our country.

We exist in a transitional zone of grasses; much dependent on research to help us thru our summers. We must continue to provide funds to this research and continue to improve the strands of disease and drought resistant grass varieties.

Craig Spottswood
EDITOR’S NOTE:

I am happy to have Denny McCammon appointed to the newsletter staff as editorial chairman. The newsletter is printed each month for the benefit of all Mid-Atlantic members and it is often difficult to represent 300 people with only one person writing all of the articles. For this reason “Denny’s Column” has been initiated to interject more opinionated subjects. We hope more Mid-Atlantic members will take an active part in the make up of the newsletter by submitting comments to Denny for his column.

"DENNY’S COLUMN"

In February’s newsletter, the President’s Message listed all the new Board Members and their duties for the next year. As you may, or more than likely may not have noticed, the editorial chairman for this year is none other than “Old Poison Pen” McCammon. For some of the newer members of the association, I am sure you will hear a lot of grumbling from a few of the older members to the tune of “that loud mouthed so and so ought to have a censoring committee read his stuff before it is printed.” Well, the material really isn’t all that bad — some of it hits home a lot closer than we like it to, but it’s for a purpose.

That purpose by and large is to convey information and quite often opinions (personal and professional) to the membership, and as the explanation of the job duties of the Editorial Chairman read, this is the purpose of the position.

So each month, the column will be devoted to a variety of things, public relations work, letters from members or non-members concerning problems or opinions, or maybe even some gossip once in a while. But whatever it may consist of, we would like to hear from you — the members — who are often taken for granted, and who may well have a contribution to make to the newsletter. We seem to ask each month for things from you, but response is little or nothing. It really is hard to believe that in an association as large and as progressive as the Mid-Atlantic that we don’t get much more than we do from the members. But, be that as it may, keep it in mind, and if you are doing something different or unique on your job, or you know of a neighbor who is, let us know. We’d both like to see your name in print.

There has been a lot of job changing all over the country as well as in our own area within the past 3 or 4 months. This seems to be the year of the change on a national scale and just here in the Mid-Atlantic we have seen at least a half a dozen job changes. Change is a good thing when it is done right; and when the person leaves the job for an advancement, it is good. Sometimes the reason is not so good. But for whatever reason the man leaves, this puts the club in the position of being without a superintendent for a period of time.

This course of action is to advertise for a man to fill the position. Ethically, they should come to our own referral service first to give one of our own people a chance at the job. If they don’t come to us, or even if they do, the

GCSAA has a very active referral service for clubs around the world.

But the clubs, in their haste to fill the position that they have, tend in many cases to overlook one thing which is very small but can leave a good impression or a bad one. That is common everyday courtesy.

When an applicant hears of a job, he writes, or at least he should, a cover letter and sends it along with a resume to the club. True, there are a lot of professional letter writing job jumpers who are usually looking for a free trip across the country but they are few in number when compared to the serious lookers. But for whatever reason a man has for writing about a job, he does deserve an answer even if the position has been filled.

We have all written letters and sent resumes to prospective clubs but how many times have we heard back in the form of even a postcard saying “Thank you for your interest, but we have filled the position.” Very few! If you are contemplating a job change and you answer a couple of ads, see how many write back if they are not interested. If you do leave your club for another, if you can, see that they at least send a small note to the applicants. It makes them look a little more professional and you too.

Philadelphia Agriculture Secretary James McHale appointed Dr. Fred Grau, Executive Director of the Pennsylvania Turfgrass Council, to the State Nursery Marketing Advisory Council on January 25, 1973. This is a volunteer effort wherein the members, by committee action, deliberate and advise on such things as industry survey, specifications research, trade practices, technological advances and ecology, to name a few.

Dr. Grau attended the first 1973 meeting which was held at Penn State on February 5, 1973. Thru his interest he was appointed to serve on two committees: State Specifications and Technological Advances. Fred Mummerli, specifications chairman, reported on a leaflet jointly produced and approved by the American Landscape Contractors Association and the American Society of Landscape Architects. The Nursery Council is also considering endorsement of the pamphlet. Since it contains specs on seed and sod, Dr. Grau will present it to the Pennsylvania Turfgrass Council for consideration and possible editing and ratification. This appointment indicates a valuable “bridge” communications that has been established. The next council meeting is scheduled for June 20, 1973 at the Ag Building in Harrisburg, Pa.

FIRST AID FOR
HERBICIDE OVER-APPLICATION

1. Apply activated charcoal (200 lbs. per acre) to the surface.
2. Irrigate heavily (two inches) to leach out free herbicide.
3. Hole-punch if possible.
4. Topdress heavily (one quarter inch).
5. Stop mowing and fertilizing.
6. Apply fungicide at regular intervals.
7. Mow new growth only when necessary. Begin fertilizing lightly at this time. If step 3 was not done, aerify now and follow with a light topdressing.
8. Keep traffic off until recovery is assured.

Do these steps in order and as rapidly as possible.
WHY SHOULD SUPERINTENDENTS KNOW ABOUT THE RULES OF GOLF?

By W. R. King, Mohawk Golf Club

The answer is really pretty simple: Because they create the conditions to which a great many of the Rules are directed. Sure, Superintendents have help (????) from many sources — like the weather, insects, disease, vandals and even members! But fundamentally the Superintendent is responsible for every aspect of the condition of the golf course and since many of the Rules of Golf are intended to provide relief to the player from those “conditions”, he should know the relation between the Rules and the “conditions.”

“Why are the Rules of Golf so strict?”

“Why, oh why, are they so complex?”

“After all, isn’t it just a game?”

Questions like these are heard almost any day around any Club. Richard Tufts, of Pinehurst fame, long a member of the USGA Rules Committee, espouses in his book, “The Principles Behind the Rules of Golf,” the belief that there would be a far more sympathetic appreciation of the Rules if more golfers really understood the principles behind the Rules — especially what he calls the two great principles. These are:

1. You play the course as you find it.
2. You put your ball in play at the start of the hole, play only your own ball and do not touch it until you lift it from the hole.

Examined on the basis of these principles, the Rules of Golf consist almost entirely of statements that either afford the player relief where it would be unfair or impossible for him to follow the “principles” exactly, or penalize him when he violates the “principles” — plus, of course, a few statements regarding procedures.

It would appear from this that the reason the Rules have become so complex and so strict is that golfers, through the centuries, have either demanded more and more relief, or devised so many ways to violate the principles that lots of penalties have had to be established — probably both!

Consider that if it were not for the Rules of Golf and the relief they afford, every time a player put his ball in some trouble spot, HE WOULD HAVE TO FIND SOME WAY TO PLAY THAT BALL FROM THAT SPOT NO MATTER HOW MANY STROKES IT TOOK HIM! And if he lost it, or knocked it out of bounds, he could go home and come back another day! I think Rules are better, don’t you?

Now, let’s examine how the relief afforded the player by the Rules relates to the Golf Course Superintendent. There are many sets of circumstances and I will discuss just a few of them in some detail.

Out of Bounds. When a player hits his ball out of bounds, the Rules permit him to play another ball, adding a penalty stroke to the one already taken, so he lies three after playing the second ball. But — was the first ball really out of bounds? If it came to rest near the boundary, and the boundary was not positively defined, it could be either inside or outside — and the difference to the player could be one stroke, or possibly two, which is not unimportant to him — and the debates could create acrimony and even destroy friendships! The point is obvious: The Superintendent should see to it that out of bounds lines are marked so clearly that there can be no doubt as to whether the ball is in or out.

Loose Impediments. These are defined as natural objects, not fixed or growing, like leaves, twigs, acorns, worms or their casts, etc. Such things may be moved by the players without penalty, except when both the impediment and the player’s ball lie in a hazard. So the poor fellow whose ball comes to rest against an acorn or a twig in a bunker has no relief — he must play it “as is”, acorn and all! Or he may call it an unplayable lie, take a penalty stroke and drop the ball elsewhere in the bunker. And he’s pretty sure to be unhappy about it, especially if such loose impediments are regularly allowed to accumulate in the bunker by the — you guessed it — Superintendent.

Movable Obstructions. These are defined as anything artificial that may be placed or left on the course, e.g., beverage containers, package wraps, tools, a golf club, a sweater, etc. Such things may be moved by the player anywhere on the course. There seems to be a bit of grim injustice here — if a player’s ball comes to rest against a beer can in a bunker, he may move the can without penalty, something he couldn’t do with the acorn. And the myth about the player who put a match to the paper bag into which his ball had rolled in a bunker is just that — a myth. So cans and cigarette packages are better than acorns or twigs? Well, yes, in terms of the player, but I’m sure no self-respecting Superintendent would allow them to accumulate — and my opinion of the player or spectator who tosses away such trash on the course would have to be rated “X”. Campaign against him!

Immovable Obstruction. Defined as artificial objects which can’t be moved, like a ball washer, a tee bench or a rain shelter. The Rules permit the player to pick up his ball and drop it within two club lengths of such an obstruction when it interferes with his stance or the area of his intended swing. But when such obstructions are, perforce, in an area where a ball might frequently be played, it would sure help if there were at least some grass within the two club lengths where he has to drop it.

Ground Under Repair. I am sure no Superintendent likes to have areas of his golf course considered to be “ground under repair.” But I am equally sure that you all have them, from time to time. Through the green, the player whose ball comes to rest in ground under repair may lift and drop it within two club lengths, or he may play it where it lies. But if the boundaries of the ground under repair are not clearly defined and the ball comes to rest in a bad lie near the boundary, then the question becomes, “Is the ball really in ground under repair?” If it is, the player may drop it out without penalty; if it is not, he either plays the bad lie or calls it an unplayable lie and takes a penalty stroke. So, except for cases where the boundary is obvious, like an open construction ditch or a pile of dirt, the boundaries should be clearly marked. Fortunately, some new equipment has recently appeared on the market to facilitate the marking of such boundaries at a reasonable cost; use of it is recommended.

Hazards. Bunkers and water hazards are clearly defined in the Rules and since the Rules governing play of the ball, or the relief that may be afforded, are different when it is in the hazard from when it is not, it becomes important that the boundaries of the hazards also be clearly marked.
The Committee. The Rules say that "The Committee shall define accurately . . ." all these boundaries, and so forth, but let's not kid ourselves — it's the Superintendent who has to get it done. If his Club Committee don't seek him out to get such things done, then he should seek them out and, by cooperative effort and understanding, make the conditions he creates the best that circumstances permit.

Discussions of this character could be continued ad infinitum, but I will conclude before my Superintendent friends get the idea that I am totally "again 'em" — when just the opposite is true. Having played golf for fifty-two years, and on many courses — all the way from the oiled sand or cottonseed greens, and clay tees for agronomy we call golf courses today — I have nothing but the highest admiration for you gentlemen and the progress you have made, and especially for the degree of professionalism that has come to your ranks. And I hope that this little article will contribute to your further progress by creating more awareness of the relation of the Rules of Golf to your fine efforts.

Credit to The Foreground, Metropolitan Golf Course Superintendents Association, New York.

---

**Newsletter Announcement**

Please submit any articles for publication before the 15th of the month.

---

**CHIP-CAL®**

**TRI - CALCIUM ARSENATE**

AND A FULL LINE OF TURF IMPROVEMENT PRODUCTS FOR USE BY THE GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENT, Including:

- Buctril® Bromoxynil
- Turf Kleen
- MCPP

CHIPO® Turf Products
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

---

**GCSAA CONFERENCES**

1974 — Feb. 17-22, Anaheim Convention Center
Anaheim, California

1975 — Feb. 16-21, New Orleans, Louisiana
Headquarters, The Rivergate

Aug. and Dec. Meetings
Contact: Paul Barefoot
U.S. Soldiers Home
726-9100, Ext. 239

---

South of the Equator all climbing vines twine from right to left.
North of the Equator they twine from left to right.

---

**Early 14th Century Pollution Control**

In old England coal was believed to fill the air with poisonous gases. In 1306 the English Monarch issued a proclamation declaring anyone who burned coal would be put to death.
HILL'S IRRIGATION

New Distributor for Buckner Sprinkler Equipment and John-Mansville Irrigation Pipe Fittings
For Design, Modification or Specialty Assistance
Contact
Richard C. Hill, Sr.
Hill's Irrigation
P.O. Box 191, Front Royal, Va. 22630
703-635-3630

When you work for a company like Scotts, you have a lot to live up to.

100 years experience in helping make turf grass greener and healthier, for example. Leadership in the development of seed, fertilizer and control products. ProTurf products for fairways, greens, tees and aprons that cost less to buy, are cheaper to apply, and guarantee satisfaction. And a reputation for solving problems wherever turf grass is grown.

Brian Finger
4108 Charles Forest St. / Olney, Md. 20832
Phone 301-774-4194

EGYPT FARMS, INC.

Whitemarsh, Md. 21162
301-335-3700

STERILIZED TOPDRESSING
SOIL MIXTURES
PEAT HUMUS
TOP SOIL

KAPCO CUSTOM MIXING IS QUALITY
For Best Results Contact —

R. Ford Verdery
220 Orchard Ave.
Dover, Del. 19901
Phone 302 674-4760

You Know You'll Grow with KAPCO

HUMIX®
Blue Ridge Industries
P.O. Box 128
White Haven, Pa. 18661

TOP DRESSING
SEED BED MIX
PEAT HUMUS

All Mixes Heat Treated, Pasteurized and Mixed to Specification

the Vertagreen people meet you on your own ground with a professional turf program

The VERTAGREEN People from USS Agri-Chemicals offer a complete fertilizer and pesticide program designed especially for golf turf.

It can help you, the professional superintendent, achieve objectives for a superior playing, more beautiful and lasting turf.

Your local VERTAGREEN representative brings you the finest line of golf course fertilizers and turf protection products in the business.

Tune in on the VERTAGREEN Turf Program. It's made for professionals and it works.

Turf Fertilizers and Pesticides from

Adams Equipment, Inc.

928 Philadelphia Ave. 2205 E. Joppa Rd.
Silver Spring, Md. 20910 Baltimore, Md. 21234
(301) 585-1322 & 589-2300 (301) 688-0500
TORO Power Equipment Briggs & Stratton Parts
Ryan Power Equipment Kohler Parts
Sprinklers Laison-Tecumseh Parts
Fertilizers Wisconsin Parts
Chemicals Miscellaneous Golf Supplies

GOLF COURSE EQUIPMENT
Complete Turf Maintenance Equipment Complete Service Available

YOUR COURSE DESERVES QUALITY
KAPCO CUSTOM MIXING IS QUALITY
For Best Results Contact —

R. Ford Verdery
220 Orchard Ave.
Dover, Del. 19901
Phone 302 674-4760

You Know You'll Grow with KAPCO

BORDEN FAIRWAYS

FOR THE PROFESSIONAL TURF MANAGER
BORDEN INC/5100 VA BEACH BLVD.
NORFOLK, VA (BOX 419 23501)
G.W. "Junior" Ruckman, Jr. 2407 Lewisdale Drive Hyattsville, Md. 20783 Phone (301) 422-9075

HILL'S IRRIGATION

New Distributor for Buckner Sprinkler Equipment and John-Mansville Irrigation Pipe Fittings
For Design, Modification or Specialty Assistance
Contact
Richard C. Hill, Sr.
Hill's Irrigation
P.O. Box 191, Front Royal, Va. 22630
703-635-3630

When you work for a company like Scotts, you have a lot to live up to.

100 years experience in helping make turf grass greener and healthier, for example. Leadership in the development of seed, fertilizer and control products. ProTurf products for fairways, greens, tees and aprons that cost less to buy, are cheaper to apply, and guarantee satisfaction. And a reputation for solving problems wherever turf grass is grown.

Brian Finger
4108 Charles Forest St. / Olney, Md. 20832
Phone 331-774-4194

EGYPT FARMS, INC.

Whitemarsh, Md. 21162
301-335-3700
STERILIZED TOPDRESSING
SOIL MIXTURES
PEAT HUMUS
TOP SOIL

KAPCO CUSTOM MIXING IS QUALITY
For Best Results Contact —

R. Ford Verdery
220 Orchard Ave.
Dover, Del. 19901
Phone 302 674-4760

You Know You'll Grow with KAPCO
BOLGIANO'S
F. W. BOLGIANO & COMPANY
411 New York Avenue, N. E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

SEEDS
GOLF COURSE SUPPLIES
DOUGLAS TOOLS BEAUTY BLANKET ROOT MULCH AGRI CO FERTILIZERS DU PONT FUNGICIDES
PHONE (AREA CODE 301) - 752-3415

WM. G. SCARLETT & CO.
608-632 PRESIDENT STREET
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21202

CLEARY PRODUCTS FOR BETTER TURF
"PMAS" — Crabgrass & disease control
"CADDY" — Liquid cadmium fungicide
"SPOTRETE" — 75% Thiuram Fungicide
"ALL WET" — Wetting agent
"THIMER" — Mercury & Thiuram Fungicide
"METHAR" & "SUPER METHAR" — Crabgrass Control
"CLEARYS MCCP" — Weed control in bent grass
"TRU-GREEN" — Liquid Chelating agent
"CLEAR-SPRAY" — Anti-dessicant Protective Sticker
"CLEARYS 3336" — Systemic for Pythium and Six other Diseases

W. A. CLEARY CORP.
NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY

G. L. CORNELL COMPANY
16031 Industrial Drive • Gaithersburg Md. 20760
Phone: 948-2000 (Area Code 301)

CLEARY PRODUCTS FOR BETTER TURF
"PMAS" — Crabgrass & disease control
"CADDY" — Liquid cadmium fungicide
"SPOTRETE" — 75% Thiuram Fungicide
"ALL WET" — Wetting agent
"THIMER" — Mercury & Thiuram Fungicide
"METHAR" & "SUPER METHAR" — Crabgrass Control
"CLEARYS MCCP" — Weed control in bent grass
"TRU-GREEN" — Liquid Chelating agent
"CLEAR-SPRAY" — Anti-dessicant Protective Sticker
"CLEARYS 3336" — Systemic for Pythium and Six other Diseases

W. A. CLEARY CORP.
NEW BRUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY

BARRICK
Ground Burned Lime
Take the Guesswork Out Of Your Liming Program
Buy BARRICK'S GROUND BURNED LIME
S. W. BARRICK & SONS, Inc.
WOODSBORO, MARYLAND
301 — 845-6341
Claude H. Berrick — Res. 301 — 845-8548

G. L. CORNELL COMPANY
16031 Industrial Drive • Gaithersburg Md. 20760
Phone: 948-2000 (Area Code 301)

GOLF COURSE EQUIPMENT
FUNICIDES — SPRINKLERS — INSECTICIDES
MISCELLANEOUS GOLF SUPPLIES

Call Campbell for Quality with Thrift!
Graded Stone & Sand Aggregates
Dolomitic Agricultural Limestone
Manufactured Stone Sand

Call Carroll Davis at (301) 823-7000
IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER

1973 Mid-Atlantic Meetings

April 10 Sheraton, Fredericksburg, Va. (joint)
   Host: Fritz Zeller

May 8 Laurel Pines C. C., Laurel, Md.
   Host: Gilbert Shapiro

   Host Lee Dieter

July 10 Bretton Woods, Germantown, Md. (Picnic)
   Host: Gerald Gerard

Aug. 14 OPEN – Is your club available??

Sept. 11 Hunt Valley C. C., Cockeysville, Md. (joint)
   Host: Bob Orazi

Oct. 9 Woodmont C. C., Rockville, Md. (annual Tournament)
   Host: Bob Shields

Nov. 13 River Bend C. C., Great Falls, Va.
   Host: Tom Haskie

Dec. 11 OPEN – Is your club available??
   Election meeting

Published monthly by the Mid-Atlantic Association of Golf Course Superintendents to aid in the advancement of the golf course superintendent through education and merit.

Craig A. Spottswood
Manor Country Club
Rockville, Maryland 20853
Editor – 301-929-1707

Mid-Atlantic News Letter
14405 PECAN DRIVE
ROCKVILLE, MD. 20853